
Manu le Malin

A main character of the international hardcore techno scene, Manu le Malin is the symbol of the struggle of a
musical genre for its own right to live. He has overcome hardship and made his way in life since this evening of
1991 where Manu, who was dragged along by friends, discovered “raves”, their relaxed atmosphere and their
new music. It was a genuine disruption into the life of this young Parisian who was just 20, and who decided to
change his life.
Exit his first love for alternative rock, punk and ska music. He decides to dedicate himself body and soul to Djing,
and must find a stage name. It will be Manu le Malin referring to the movie “Les Frères Pétard” of Hervé Palud.
He quickly appears on stage in the growing free parties next to the Psychiatrik sound system, or in the raves of Le
Bourget, or during the mythical after parties of Pont de Tolbiac.
His music, originally techno/trance, becomes harder and darker with the arrival of production labels such as PCP
and Industrial Strength, which then develop a new sound: hardcore. Having an innate sense of groove and an
outstanding technique, he soon can see his fame spreading abroad. Without disowning his underground roots,
then we can see him appearing in big events such as Energy in Zurich in 1995, in front of more than 15,000
people.
At the same time, he meets during a party the American Lenny Dee, who is the owner of the label Industrial
Strength. The latter decides to give Manu a chance and allowed him to release his first maxi “Memory”. The
same year, Manu releases two mix CDs, “Paris Hardcore” always with Industrial Strength, and “Hardcore vol. 2”
with the French of Fairway.
But this is in 1997 with the release of Biomechanik, name assumed referring to the works of the Swiss plastic
artist H.R. Giger, that we can see Manu at the height of his talent. The art of mix favouring atmosphere over
speed, carrying insidiously the listener away towards unsuspected musical lands. At the same time, he creates
with his lifelong friend Torgull the label 46 Records, which numbers today more than twenty references.
In April 1998, we can trace Manu during the first rave organised in Bercy: Métropole Techno, and in September
in the same year, during the finale of the first Techno Parade, Place de la Nation. Without making concessions,
he there showed the sound he is fond of, as well as in the monthly programme he animates on Radio Nova:
Extreme Terror.
At the beginning of autumn 1999, the second volume of the Biomechanik series is released by F
Communications, the structure of another partner: Laurent Garnier. At the beginning of the new millennium,
Manu increases collaborations and projects out of the scene of techno and dancefloor. This way he writes a
cartoon sound-track for Canal +: “Y’a un os”. And above all, in summer 2000, he takes part with Torgull in the
creation of a new musical work “Hier, Aujourd’hui, Demain” with René Koering by his side and the Orchestre
National de Montpellier. Reconciling classical with electronic music during a brilliant concert at the Corrum of
Montpellier and at the Théâtre du Chatelet of Paris.
It is only in 2002, after ten years of a continuous passion, that Manu delivers at least his first album: “Fighting
Spirit”, which was enthusiastically welcomed by the papers as well as the public. Then he tries rock’n’roll with his
first album of the group, of which Manu wrote all the words, releases during spring 2004.
Since then, Manu carries on in his residences, especially at the Rex in Paris, or during the annual festival
Astropolis in Brest, of which he is responsible for the programme planning of the hardcore scene. Then with new
musical support such as DVD arriving, he realises at the beginning of autumn 2005 the final part of his famous
trilogy “Biomechanik”, filmed in the bar of the museum of H.R. Giger. For Manu, a big fan of the Swiss artist, the
“rave” came true (the dream came true).
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Biomechanik 3, The Final Chapter

The mix of Manu le Malin starts with a wink to the rapper Kool Shen, who decided to put an end to his career, but
as for the best French hardcore DJ he is not about to retire. Trendies and music hypers decreed that techno
music was gone? Manu could not care less about all that and through his music he even manages to instil life into
the gloomy scenery of H.R. Giger while renewing brilliantly the DJ set concept.
“Biomechanik 3, The Final Chapter” brings to a close a trilogy which started in 1997. The first two volumes
consisted of DJ sets along with new pieces produced by Manu or artists who mean a lot to him, while this new
opus takes us along even further in the world of Malin as the image appears.
Filmed in Gruyères in Switzerland, inside the museum of H.R. Giger, a famous painter and sculptor who in
particular created the Alien creature for Ridley Scott, this mix carries us away in a dark, distressing world with
frosty beauty. It is directed by Seb Caudron, video director for Daft Punk and Garbage and special effects
director of ”Pacte des Loups” and “Les poupées russes”.
A Herculean work on the image was also carried out by Zapdan, who has also been recently seen in videos for
Laurent Garnier or NTM. So, more than 100,000 images have been processed, especially as regards textures
and colours, in order to stick to the music of Manu le Malin and to the graphic world of H.R. Giger at the best.
The result is beyond expectations; the scenery which was inert at the start seems to come alive again under BPM
assaults. In the centre of all this, Manu le Malin, equipped with his four players goes as far as to melt into this
magical scene. Of course some other DJ sets have been realised on DVD support but none of them went so far in
the symbiosis between man, music, aesthetics, and the ensuing realm of fancy.

”Biomechanik 3” is a full audiovisual work, which can largely attract beyond the traditional hardcore techno
audience, and in all likelihood will be very difficult to equal. For those whom music is the only thing that counts, a
mix CD as intense as the volume itself is intended for them along with the DVD.
Certainly the final chapter but the most impressive of all.

HR GIGER

"I don't know anyone else who has been able to depict the soul of modern man so accurately.  In a few decades,
when we look back at 20th century art we'll look back at Giger", Oliver Stone.
It is tough to sum up the work of H.R. Giger in a few lines, so numerous is his work and so eclectic his range. A
famous painter and visual artist, he is one of the greatest visionary artists of his age.  His stylish, sculpted world
made its mark on cinema and science fiction, expressing the dark depths of the human soul as few artists did
before him.
Born in 1940 in Switzerland, in 1980 H.R. Giger won the Oscar for best special effects with Ridley Scott's cult film
"Alien", whose famous monster he designed.  He also collaborated on the attempted adaptation of "Dune" by
Alejandro Jodorowsky, "Poltergeist II" and "The Mutant".
An interior architect in his time, he designed a bar in Tokyo, before opening his own opposite his own museum,
inaugurated in 1998 at Gruyères, a small, peaceful and well-kept town situated in the Swiss Highlands.
First and foremost a subversive artist, his airbrushed paintings are known for their dark and disturbing style, and
sexual character, with "The biomechanoids" one of the most epitomic.
"Biomechanik", the bonding of man and machine, of the organic and mechanical... A theme present in the music
of Manu le Malin, whose style he adopted for his own tattoos.

For more information, track listing (which includes 7 Industrial Strength
Records tracks) and a video preview go to: -
http://www.uncivilizedworld.com/biomechanik3_en.php3


